Abstract. Let X be a compact HausdorfF space and let A be a linear subspace of C(X ; R) containing the constant functions, and separating points from probability measures. Then the inf-lattice generated by A is uniformly dense in C(X ; R). We show that this is a corollary of the Choquet-Deny Theorem, thus simplifying the proof and extending to the nonmetric case a result of McAfee and Reny.
e/2. Let Vx = {t G X; hx(t) < e/2}. Then Vx is open and contains x. By compactness, there are xx, ... , xn e X such that X = VXl U • • • U VXn. Let g = inf{gXx, ... , gXn}. Then g e S. Let t G X. Then, for each j =1, ... ,n, we have gXj(t)>gXl(t)-hXl(t)>f(t)-e/2.
Hence g(t) > f(t) -e. On the other hand, there is some index i such that t G Vx¡, and then hXi(t) < e/2 and g(t) < gXi(t) imply g(t) -e/2 < gx¡(t) -hXi(t)_< f(t) + e/2. Hence g(t) < f(t) + e. Therefore ||/-£|| < e and feS. O Proof. It is easy to see that K(S) is a closed subset containing S. Hence
S c K(S).
Conversely, let / G C(X ; R) be such that / ^ S. By Lemma 1, there exists some x G X such that / ^ S -Px . Since S -Px is convex, by the HahnBanach Theorem there is a nonzero continuous linear form ip on C(X ; R) and c G R such that y/(g -h) < c < y/(f) for all g G S and h G Px . Since 0 G S, we have ip(-Xh) < c, for all X > 0. Dividing by X and letting X -> oo we get <<y(A) > 0, for all h £ Px. By Lemma 2, there is r g R such that r < 0 and ¡p >rôx . Then q> = ôx -r~x\p is positive. Since 0 G P*, we have >p(g) <c< >p(f), for every g e S. Hence 9(g) -g(x) = -r-'ip(g) < -r'xc < -r~xV(f) = tp(f) = f(x).
Since Xg G S, for all X > 0, we have 9(kg) -Xg(x) < -r~xc. Dividing by X and letting X -> 00, we get tp(g) -g(x) < 0, for all g G S. On the other hand, 0 G S implies 0 = rp(0) -0 < -r~xc < <p(f) -f(x), and so f(x) < tp(f). Hence f i K(S). G Corollary 1. Let S c C(X; R) be an infimum-stable convex cone. Then S is uniformly dense if and only if the following is true: for every f e C(X; R), one has <p(f) < f(x) whenever (x, 9) G Y(S).
Let us recall that A is said to separate points from probability measures if for any probability measure p on X, and any x € X, such that p(g) = g(x), for all g G A , then necessarily p = Sx , the Dirac measure at x. Theorem 2. Let A be a linear subspace of C(X ; R) such that 1 & A. Then Am is uniformly dense if, and only if, A separates points from probability measures. Proof. Let S = Am . Then S is an infimum-stable convex cone.
(=-=>) Assume S is dense, and let x G X and p a probability measure on X be given such that f(x) = p(f), for all f e A. Then g(x) > p(g), for all g
G S. LeX h G C(X; R). By Theorem 1, h(x) > p(h) and -h(x) > p(-h).
Hence h(x) = p(h). This shows that A separates points from probability measures.
(<=) Conversely, assume that the subspace A separates points from probability measures. Let (x, 9) G Y(S). For each g e A, both g and -g belong to K(S), since A c S, and therefore g(x) = tp(g), for all g G A. The fact that 1 G A, implies 1 = \(x) = 9(1). Therefore tp is a probability measure on X, and then f( (1) Äm-= JM~=C(X;R). (2) =$■ (3) Let x G X be given. Let p g A(x) . Then p(g) = g(x), for all g G A . Since A separates points from probability measures, this implies that p(f) = f(x), for all / G C(X; R), i.e., p = Sx. Hence x G dAX, and so x = dAx. (3) is almost obvious, the paper [2] gives an alternative proof of the equivalence (1) «■ (2) .
